The Culture-Repopulating Ability (CRA) assays is a method to measure in vitro the bone marrow-repopulating potential of haematopoietic cells. The method was developed in our laboratory in the course of studies based on the use of growth factorsupplemented liquid cultures to study haematopoietic stem/progenitor cell resistance to, and selection at, low oxygen tensions in the incubation atmosphere. These studies led us to put forward the first hypothesis of the existence in vivo of haematopoietic stem cell niches where oxygen tension is physiologically lower than in other bone marrow areas. The CRA assays and incubation in low oxygen were later adapted to the study of leukaemias. Stabilized leukaemia cell lines, ensuring genetically homogeneous cells and enhancing repeatability of results, were found nevertheless phenotypically heterogeneous, comprising cell subsets exhibiting functional phenotypes of stem or progenitor cells. These subsets can be assayed separately, provided an experimental system capable to select one from another (such as different criteria for incubation in low oxygen) is established. On this basis, a two-step procedure was designed, including a primary culture of leukaemia cells in low oxygen for different times, where drug treatment is applied, followed by the transfer of residual cell population (CRA assay) to a drug-free secondary culture incubated at standard oxygen tension, where the expansion of population is allowed. The CRA assays, applied to cell lines first and then to primary cells, represent a simple and relatively rapid, yet accurate and reliable, method for the pre-screening of drugs potentially active on leukaemias which in our opinion could be adopted systematically before they are tested in vivo.
INTRODUCTION
Liquid haematopoietic cell cultures. About fifty years ago, information on clonogenic haematopoietic progenitors was obtained first by transplanting cells into lethally irradiated mice (in vivo clonal assays) [1, 2] and shortly after with data derived from cell cultures in semisolid medium (in vitro clonal assays) [3] . On the other hand, cultures of haematopoietic cells in liquid medium were also introduced as early as in 1966 [4] [5] [6] . In these cultures, later referred to as short-term liquid cultures, the addition of haematopoietic growth factors boosts the maximal expansion of cell population. About ten years later, long-term liquid cultures were developed where no exogenous growth factor is added and the relationship between maintenance of stem/progenitor cell potential and microenvironment could be addressed [7] .
"Liquid-to-semisolid" cell transfer. Cell transfer at different times of incubation from (primary) liquid cultures to (secondary) clonal assays in semisolid medium [8] enables to monitor the kinetics of generation in liquid culture of Colony-Forming Cells (CFC) from more immature progenitors (thereby called pre-CFC). Cell transfer from cytokine-supplemented liquid cultures allows, in addition, to evaluate differences of response to cytokines between CFC and pre-CFC [9] . Although transfer to secondary clonal assays can be also done with cells rescued from primary colonies grown in semisolid cultures (serial clonal assays), the liquid-to-semisolid culture cell transfer is best to determine the overall pre-CFC content of a haematopoietic cell population. This is not only because this technique is less time-consuming and easier to execute, but also because it is unaffected by the experimental variability due to the resuspension and replating of cells rescued from arbitrarily chosen primary colonies.
*Address correspondence to this author at the Dipartimento di Patologia e Oncologia Sperimentali dell'Università degli Studi di Firenze e Istituto Toscano Tumori, viale G.B. Morgagni 50, 50134 Firenze, Italy; Tel/Fax: +39 055 4598209; E-mail: persio@unifi.it "Liquid-to-liquid" cell transfer. Methods based on both primary and secondary liquid cultures (liquid-to-liquid cell transfer) were also developed. An example can be found within a group of assays known as Delta assays because they measure the production of a number of clonogenic cells (base of the Delta) by a single progenitor (apex of the Delta), Delta being the symbol commonly used to draw the so-called subpopulation diagrams describing the haematopoietic regeneration hierarchy [10, 11] . Indeed, one of the most advanced versions of Delta assays is a cytokine-driven sequential dilution/expansion assay where cells grown in cytokinesupplemented liquid cultures are subjected weekly to dilution and complete change of culture medium. The cumulative generation of cells or CFC over 3-4 weeks of incubation is taken as a measure of the regenerative potential of the input cell population and of its pre-CFC content in particular [12, 13] .
"Liquid-to-vivo" cell transfer. Finally, primary liquid cultures appeared the most convenient experimental approach when cultured cells were to be transferred to secondary stem/progenitor cell assays in vivo (liquid-to-vivo cell transfer) [14, 15] , of either the clonal or the non-clonal classes [16] . Among the latter, the MarrowRepopulating Ability (MRA) assays will be especially taken into consideration below.
LIQUID HAEMATOPOIETIC CELL CULTURES INCU-BATED AT LOW OXYGEN TENSION
Cell transfer from primary cytokine-supplemented liquid cultures to secondary stem/progenitor cell assays was adopted in our laboratory to undertake studies of the metabolic regulation of haematopoiesis. We demonstrated first that pyruvate, the metabolite linking glycolysis to Krebs' cycle and cell respiration, reduces the expansion of haematopoietic cell populations, but not the generation of CFC in vitro [9] . Later, we addressed directly the effects of inhibition of cell respiration, by incubating haematopoietic cells at an oxygen concentration (1% O 2 ) markedly lower than that of the standard incubation atmosphere (air; 21% O 2 ). Different subsets of murine clonogenic haematopoietic cells (as detected by the assays indicated in Fig. 1) were shown to exhibit different behaviour with respect to the incubation atmosphere [14, 17] . It emerged that: (a) haematopoiesis is overall inhibited at reduced oxygen tension; (b) resistance of haematopoietic progenitors to low oxygen is the higher, the higher their level within the haematopoietic hierarchy; (c) short-term repopulating haematopoietic stem cells (HSC) are maintained in low oxygen better than in air, implying that (d) in low oxygen HSC are selected and enriched from haematopoietic cell populations. These data were extended in our laboratory to human cells [18, 19] and by others, ten years later, to long-term repopulating HSC [20] . Furthermore, Fig. 1 shows that incubation at low oxygen tension ensures not only the enrichment of HSC with respect to incubation in air, but even their (limited, but significant) expansion with respect to time 0, provided an appropriate combination of stem cell-active factors is added to cultures (right graph). Thus, it emerged that the regulative role of tissue oxygen tension on haematopoiesis is integrated with those of other environmental factors, such as cytokines [17] . Normal murine bone marrow cells were cultured in liquid medium containing the indicated cytokines and incubated in atmosphere at 1% oxygen (black) or in air (grey) for 5 (left graph) or 8 (right graph) days. Cells were then subjected to the indicated stem or progenitor cell assays: CFU-NM, neutrophil/monocyte colony formation in vitro; CFU-S7/14, spleen colony formation in vivo, read 7 or 14 days after transplantation; RPA, protection from death due to lethal irradiation; MRA, bone marrow repopulation; HPP, high proliferative potential colony formation in vitro (CFU3, less immature; CFU2, more immature). The addition of a combination of stem cell-active factors (right) enhanced, as expected, the yield of assays. Histograms represent the culture content of stem or progenitor cells expressed as percentages of the corresponding time 0 values (horizontal lines) and are means of at least three independent experiments. Recalculated from data reported in [14, 17] .
THE "HYPOXIC" STEM CELL NICHE HYPOTHESIS
All above pointed to low oxygen tension as a relevant aspect of the environment where HSC are maintained, which Ray Schoefield had modelled and called stem cell niche [21] . On this basis, we put forward the first "hypoxic" HSC niche hypothesis, predicting that low oxygen tensions favour HSC maintenance and self-renewal while restraining clonal expansion and the parallel exhaustion of stem cell potential [14] . This hypothesis was shown to hold true by a number of later studies carried out by others [reviewed in 22, 23] . It is worth pointing out here that very low oxygen tensions represent a physiological feature of stem cell niche, implying that an environment which is "hypoxic" for the bulk of haematopoietic cells is actually "normoxic" for HSC. This issue is reviewed elsewhere [24, 25] .
THE CULTURE-REPOPULATING ABILITY ASSAYS
The selective power of low oxygen tension on haematopoietic cell populations and its capacity to enrich liquid cultures with short term-repopulating HSC detectable in vivo (MRA assay) led to establish "liquid-to-liquid" culture cell transfer methods called the Culture-Repopulating Ability (CRA) assays [26] , which, by analogy with Delta assays, can be defined as cytokine-driven sequential selection/expansion assays (Fig. 2) . The CRA assays estimate the stem cell (pre-CFC) potential contained within a primary liquid culture (LC1) at the end of its experimental manipulation by transferring LC1 cells to secondary liquid cultures (LC2) where the expansion of cell population is unrestrained, and the stem cell potential is thereby exploited following a further incubation. With this method, the effects of a selection treatment applied to LC1 (incubation in low oxygen) on the maintenance of stem cell potential at the end of LC1 are determined by transferring LC1 cells to nonselective LC2 (incubation in air). LC2 repopulation is determined by counting the total number of cells (CRA cell ), or determining the number of CFC (CRA CFC ) after transfer of LC2 cells to (tertiary) semisolid cultures and a further incubation therein (as appropriate for the CFC assay in vitro). It is evident from Fig. 2 that LC2 "is" the CRA assay, that represents indeed an in vitro adaptation of the MRA assay in vivo; this is relevant to the validation of CRA assays (see below). It is worth pointing out that, by analogy with MRA assays, CRA assays can be also applied to an unmanipulated cell population, such as that directly recovered from donor animals or routine cultures. This is done, for example, to get the control data necessary to measure percentage CRA maintenance in low oxygen, as shown in Tables 1 and 2 . However, the "liquid-to-liquid", LC1-to-LC2 cell transfer becomes necessary when one wants to test a drug on cells, which occurs in LC1. How the maintenance of stem cell potential in LC1 is calculated on the basis of LC2 repopulation is also explained below.
In the study where the CRA assays were designed [26] , LC1 were incubated at low oxygen tension in the presence of a cytokine combination similar to that of Fig. 1 , left graph, for at least 7 days. Under these conditions, a one-log reduction of total cell number or CFC number with respect to time 0 of LC1 is obtained and the risk to "contaminate" LC2 with CFC or other proliferating still persisting in, and therefore imported from, LC1 is minimal. The purpose of CRA assays is, indeed, to evaluate the LC2 repopulation ability of pre-CFC (stem cells in particular) which may result resistant to the selective treatment applied to LC1. Thus, the above precaution yields a "cleaner" LC2 repopulation kinetics, thereby enhancing the accuracy of the estimate of stem cell potential rescued from LC1. However, standard CRA assays do not provide resolution between different functional subsets of the pre-CFC compartment which exhibit equal resistance to selection. Such a lack of resolution can be overcome by extending the duration of selective incubation of LC1 or treating LC1 with cell cycle-specific antiblastic drugs which may differently affect different functional subsets of the pre-CFC compartment (see below). Table 1 summarizes the results of a number of studies, carried out by us and others, where the effects of incubation in low oxygen of cytokine-driven haematopoietic cell cultures on the maintenance of stem/progenitor cell potential were determined by CRA and/or MRA or SCID mice -Repopulating Cell (SRC) assays [see table for references]. When CRA assays were used, this maintenance was estimated by the ratio of peak values reached in LC2 established with cells rescued from selective LC1 incubated in low oxygen to peak values reached in LC2 established with cells rescued from non-selective, air-incubated control LC1. Alternatively, to calculate the above ratio, cumulative LC2 repopulation (calculated as described in reference [27] ) can be taken into consideration. However, when the two criteria were compared within the same study, they were found to generate equivalent results (compare with each other the two values in line 9 and in line 10). The data reported in Table 1 led to the following main conclusions: (a) when carried out in parallel, CRA cell and CRA CFC assays yielded very similar results, respectively, to MRA cell and MRA CFC assays, which is the way CRA assays were validated (lines 5-8); (b) when the same cells and comparable cytokine combinations were used, both MRA and CRA assays were very consistent across independent studies in estimating the maintenance of stem/progenitor cell potential in low oxygen; (c) combinations of stem cell-active factors can push stem cell compartment to expand in low oxygen with respect to the beginning of incubation, as also shown in Fig. 1 , right graph.
THE QUESTION OF HSC CYCLING AT LOW OXYGEN TENSION AS ADDRESSED BY CRA ASSAYS
The finding that the stem cell compartment can expand in low oxygen [17] prompted us to evaluate by CRA assays the question of whether stem cells cycle in low oxygen. Treatment of LC1 with the cell cycle-specific antiblastic drug 5-fluoro-uracil (5FU) before the end of incubation (followed by transfer to LC2 of cells washed free of drug) resulted in the complete suppression of either CRA cell or CRA CFC in air-incubated LC1 and of CRA cell in low-oxygen LC1. On the other hand, as far as CRA CFC is concerned, 1/3 (~25% of the time-0 value) resulted 5FU-resistant, but 2/3 were 5FU-sensitive, apparently because they were cycling [26] . These results indicated that in low oxygen: (a) progenitors sustaining CRA are capable to cycle; (b) all progenitors sustaining CRA cell are cycling; (c) progenitors sustaining CRA CFC have the option between cycling and quiescence. Such a different behaviour is very well in keeping with our "hypoxic" stem cell niche hypothesis: progenitors sustaining CRA CFC would represent HSC the maintenance of which is ensured in the core of niche; on the other hand, progenitors sustaining CRA cell would be in charge of clonal expansion at the periphery of niche.
The issue of HSC cycling in low oxygen was deepened by replating into LC2 separately cells sorted on the basis of the number of replication cycles accomplished in LC1 (flow-cytometry following PKH26 labelling). CRA CFC assay showed that, in low-oxygen LC1, stem cell potential is markedly enhanced in cells which have undergone one replication cycle, while it is rapidly lost when cycling is sustained beyond the first cycle. In air-incubated LC1, on the other hand, this loss occurs independently of the number of cycles accomplished [27] . Thus, incubation at low oxygen allows, but also restrains, HSC cycling, thereby steering cycling in favour of the maintenance of stem cell potential in HSC which just exited quiescence. In other words, self-renewal would be ensured immediately after the rescue of quiescent HSC to cycling in low oxygen. In this perspective, low oxygen would be a crucial factor in regulating stem cell compartments and represent the driving force of a dynamic, rather than static, stem cell maintenance within the stem cell niche.
EFFECTS OF LOW OXYGEN TENSION ON LEUKAEMIA CELLS AS DETERMINED BY CRA ASSAYS
The CRA assays were developed as simple short termrepopulating stem cell assays, with two main purposes in mind: (a) to overcome the problem of low probability of survival of transplanted animals during in vivo repopulation assays (unless the complex competitive repopulation assay is used) when rare stem cell subsets represent the experimental target; (b) to overcome the necessity of using, when human stem cells are to be tested, the expensive and often cumbersome in vivo repopulation assays based on xeno-transplantation. On this basis, the most interesting field of application of CRA assays appeared, since the very beginning, the study of human leukaemias, to determine in particular the drug sensitivity of Leukaemia Stem Cells (LSC). For solid neoplasias, The adaptation of CRA assays to study leukaemia cell populations was carried out using Murine Friend's Erythro-Leukaemia (MEL) cells and incubation at 0.1% O 2 to select stem cells [32] . This study led to a first set of conclusions: (a) a clonal leukaemia cell line is heterogeneous with respect to the cell functional phenotype and hierarchically organized like a normal haematopoietic population; (b) the MEL cell population includes the highly oxygen-dependent cell bulk and CFC, as well as pre-CFC resistant to/selected in low oxygen, which (c) efficiently and consistently repopulate LC2, as determined by CRA cell assay (Fig. 3, square) ; (d) maintenance at low oxygen is a peculiarity of stem cells as opposed to the rest of haematopoietic cell population, irrespective of whether they are normal or leukaemic.
The relationship of LSC cycling to their maintenance in low oxygen was then addressed following criteria similar to those used for HSC, i.e. by treating LC1 with 5FU close to the end of incubation and transferring cells washed free of drug to LC2. LC1 treatment with 5FU completely suppressed (Fig. 3, circle) the LC2 repopulation driven according to the standard CRA cell kinetics (Fig. 3,  square) . However, 5FU-treated LC1 cells repopulated LC2 after a long lag-phase (extendedCRA cell ), following a kinetics (Fig. 3 , cir- [30] cle) that, once LC2 repopulation started, was identical to that of untreated LC1 cells. This means that the MEL cell population not only undergoes the process of dynamic stem cell maintenance we referred to above, but also includes a small subset of quiescent LSC, which are thereby resistant to cycle-specific antiblastic drugs [32] . This LSC subset is commonly believed to sustain minimal residual disease.
Comprehensive data relative to LSC maintenance in low oxygen as determined by CRA assays for a number of leukaemic primary cell populations and cell lines are summarized in Table 2 [see  table for 10) . A reasonable explanation of all above is that the LSC compartment is functionally more homogeneous than the HSC compartment, which indeed responds quite differently to low oxygen if determined by CRA cell or CRA CFC assays. The conclusion that the leukaemic stem cell hierarchy is different from that of normal haematopoiesis is in keeping with current views on the issue. The higher probability to cycle of LSC compared with HSC evidenced by 5FU experiments may represent a developmental advantage of leukaemic over normal haematopoiesis. On the basis of all above, the CRA cell assay was adopted as the standard method to determine LSC maintenance.
USE OF CRA CELL ASSAY TO DISCRIMINATE BETWEEN LEUKAEMIA STEM AND PROGENITOR CELLS
Studies carried out with CML cells showed that the CRA cell assay is capable to discriminate between LSC and Leukaemia Progenitor Cells (LPC). In these studies, the effects of low oxygen on the maintenance of LSC or LPC were evaluated together with those on the expression of BCR/abl oncogene product (BCR/Abl protein ), responsible for the pathogenesis of disease. The CRA cell of three different stabilized CML cell lines was almost fully maintained at day 7 of incubation in low-oxygen LC1 ( Table 2) , when BCR/Abl protein , as detected by immuno-blotting, was completely suppressed (Fig. 4) , in keeping with previous findings [33] [34] [35] [36] . However, BCR/abl mRNA was not suppressed in these cells, indicating that CML cells adapted to low oxygen are independent of BCR/Abl for their maintenance in culture but remain genetically leukaemic. Indeed, when these cells are transferred to growthpermissive LC2 incubated in air, they repopulate cultures with BCR/Abl protein -expressing cells. Thus, CML cell adaptation to low oxygen is paralleled by reversible BCR/Abl protein suppression. As a consequence of that, the CRA cell of cells adapted to low oxygen is completely insensitive to the CML inhibitor Imatinib-mesylate (IM; Gleevec®), the current first-choice drug for CML therapy, as its molecular target is suppressed. Accordingly, full sensitivity to IM is rescued in the progeny of cells adapted to low-oxygen LC1 in the course of their expansion in air-incubated LC2 [34] . These results were the first to link suppression of BCR/Abl protein and insensitivity to IM to the capacity of LSC of CML to adapt to the typical "hypoxic" stem cell niche environment. The question of the metabolic adaptation of LSC as well as HSC to low oxygen is beyond the scopes of this review.
The possibility to adapt the CRA cell assay to discriminate between LSC and LPC of CML actually emerged in a later study where we deepened the relationship of BCR/Abl protein expression to CRA [35] . In this study, cells were rescued from LC1 at different times of incubation in low oxygen ( Table 2 ) when BCR/Abl protein was still fully expressed (day 7), just suppressed (day 10), or was long suppressed (day 14). Cell transfer to LC2 at day 14 of LC1 resulted in CRA cell maintenance values within the range expected from the other studies carried out with MEL or CML cells. On the contrary, cells transferred to LC2 at earlier times scored much higher LC2 repopulation values, which is reasonably explained as the effect of a more (day 7) or less (day 10) promptly available BCR/Abl-dependent proliferative signaling upon cell transfer to growth-permissive conditions in normoxic LC2. These results, taken together with all previous information available, led to the conclusion that LC2 repopulation actually defines the maintenance of LSC only when BCR/Abl protein is long suppressed in LC1 ("selection" of LSC), while LC2 repopulation operated by BCR/Abl protein - Fig. (3) . Maintenance of Friend's erythroleukaemia stem cell potential in low oxygen as determined by CRAcell assay. Murine MEL cells were incubated at 0.1% oxygen (LC1; 3x10 5 cells/ml) and treated (circle) or not (square) at day 5 of incubation with 5-fluorouracil (100 g/ml). At day 7 of LC1, cells were washed free of drug and transferred to LC2 (3x10 4 cells/ml). LC2 were then incubated in air for the indicated times (days) and total number of viable cells counted. Redrawn from data reported in [32] . expressing cells refers to an LPC subset of CML population which is capable, like LSC, to stand incubation in low oxygen. Such a behaviour of LPC is not surprising, as BCR/Abl protein expression is linked to the constitutive induction of hypoxia-inducible factors [37] . Thus, provided BCR/Abl protein expression and time of incubation in low oxygen are kept under control in LC1, the CRA cell assay is suitable to resolve the maintenance of BCR/Abl protein -negative LSC from that of BCR/Abl protein -expressing LPC.
Once the experiment (which takes place in LC1) has been carried out properly as described above, the criterion to discriminate between LSC and LPC by CRA cell assay is based on the kinetics, rather than peak value, of LC2 repopulation (Fig. 5) . When cells are transferred to LC2 after selection of BCR/Abl protein -negative LSC, LC2 repopulation follows a kinetics characterized by a ~10 daylong initial lag-phase (solid line), reminiscent of that of extended-CRA cell of 5FU-treated MEL cells (Fig. 3) . On the contrary, when BCR/Abl protein is fully expressed in LC1 at the time of transfer, LC2 are repopulated rapidly, with a kinetics lacking the lag-phase (dotted line). An "intermediate" LC2 repopulation kinetics is obtained (dashed line) with cells rescued from LC1 immediately upon suppression of BCR/Abl protein (as estimated by western blotting). We concluded that the absence or the presence of a ~10 day-long lagphase during LC2 repopulation reflects whether LSC have been selected or not in low-oxygen LC1 at the time of transfer. When this selection occurs, the entity of LC2 repopulation is markedly lower that that obtainable by transferring unselected cells. In summary, these studies pointed to the loss of BCR/Abl protein expression in LC1 as a molecular marker of LSC selection in low oxygen, and to the type of repopulation kinetics in LC2 as a functional indicator of this selection. The suppression of oncogenetic proteins other than BCR/Abl protein in low oxygen has been also observed. Fig. 4 shows that incubation in low oxygen inhibits the expression of erythropoietin receptor (EPo-R) as well as the retroviral envelope proteinencoding gene product gp55, which are involved in MEL oncogenesis. It is worth pointing out that EPo-R and gp55 suppression is complete (day 3) well before the time of LC1 cell transfer to LC2 (day 7) in the experiments of Fig. 3 . The timing between suppression of the oncogenetic protein in LC1, as estimated by western blotting (the sensitivity of which may be insufficient to detect a residual expression of the oncogenetic protein) and transfer to LC2 is indeed critical to ensure stem cell selection in LC1 (Fig. 5) . The functional role of suppression of oncogenetic proteins during LSC selection may be hypothesized to rely on the fact that an "excess" of growth-promoting signals may antagonize stem cell self-renewal and maintenance, as it was verified in some cases for normal haematopoiesis (Table 1) [27, 28] .
THE "6 th WAY" to IM RESISTANCE OF CML, AS RE-VEALED BY CRA ASSAY
When low-oxygen LC1 are treated with IM after CML cells have been selected appropriately to repopulate LC2 with a ~10 daylong lag-phase, this repopulation is unaffected by the drug treatment, indicating that selected cells are insensitive to the drug. These results have been confirmed using primary cells explanted from CML patients [35] . Selection in low oxygen of LSC where BCR/Abl protein is completely suppressed [34, 35] impacts on current knowledge about IM resistance of CML cells as follows. Five mechanisms, BCR/Abl-dependent or -independent, are traditionally believed to determine resistance to IM: (a) mutations of BCR/abl gene in tyrosine kinase domain affecting IM binding; (b) amplification of BCR/abl gene; (c) secondary mutations outside BCR/abl gene determining BCR/Abl-independent survival and proliferation (mutation-driven loss of "oncogene addiction") [38] ; (d) enhanced activity of drug exporters; (e) quiescence. Our studies led to identify a novel mechanism (f): environment-enforced BCR/Abl protein suppression, arguably coupled to LSC homing within the "hypoxic" stem cell niches and not necessarily linked to quiescence (see below).
Mechanism (f) predicts that all LSC (being all LSC selectable in low oxygen), but none of LPC, exhibit "primary resistance" (more appropriately referred to as "refractoriness") to IM due to the lack of its molecular target. An advantage of mechanism (f) is its simplicity, i.e. that it does not need, to explain IM resistance, secondary genetic events affecting a subset of CML cells to be postulated. Indeed, the refractoriness to IM of low oxygen-selected LSC is not genetically blocked, but fully reversible, provided LSC moves to a tissue area where BCR/Abl protein can be re-expressed.
WHAT SELECTION IN LOW OXYGEN AND REFRACTO-RINESS TO IM ALLOW TO INFER ABOUT LSC OF CML
In low oxygen, LSC are apparently forced to suppress the BCR/Abl-dependent oncogenetic signalling, which would confer upon LSC themselves a growth advantage over normal HSC. BCR/Abl protein -negative LSC are deprived of this advantage, but not of physiological properties of HSC, including the capacity to cycle at low oxygen tensions we described above. In low oxygen, in other words, LSC of CML return to a HSC-like phenotype, exhibiting no oncogene addiction [38] . However, cycling of LSC in low oxygen, given their leukaemic genotype, sustains not only dynamic stem cell maintenance, but also neoplastic progression, as transmission of mutations to progeny relies on cell cycling. Such LSC cycling, as it is likely coupled to self-renewal but not clonal expansion which is restrained in low oxygen [27] , results in the long-term maintenance of subclinical, yet progressing, disease. BCR/Abl protein suppression in low oxygen is therefore better suited than LSC quiescence to explain the combination of refractoriness to IM with liability to neoplastic progression.
On the basis of all above, the refractoriness to IM of LSC selected in low oxygen appears to be an adaptive feature which, under metabolic pressure in tissue environment, is flexibly and reversibly enforced in a subset of cells. This phenomenon is very well in keeping with the Chiaroscuro model of reversible transition between the stem and progenitor cell phenotypes proposed for normal haematopoiesis [39] . We discussed extensively elsewhere the relevance of this model to the interpretation of our experimental data [35] , as well as the possible mechanisms of modulation of BCR/Abl protein expression [35, 36] . However, it is worth stressing here that our results allow to address the modelling of leukaemic "stemness" according to a new perspective. Two alternative models have been proposed for cancer cell "stemness": the stem cell in normal stem cell and the stem cell in progenitor cell models [40] . We propose both models to reflect CML biology, being the former adequate to describe BCR/Abl protein -negative LSC and the latter LSC undergoing expression of BCR/Abl protein (Fig. 6) .
THE "ISCHEMIC" STEM CELL NICHE HYPOTHESIS
The context-specific fluctuations of BCR/Abl protein expression we described were deepened by varying time-0 cell density and glucose concentration in low-oxygen LC1 [35] . At not-limiting residual glucose concentrations in culture medium, BCR/Abl protein expression survives a fairly long incubation, while cell population expands significantly, in spite of being in low oxygen. Is indeed glucose exhaustion in LC1, rather than time of incubation in low oxygen, the driving force of BCR/Abl protein suppression, which determines the pattern of LC2 repopulation shown in Fig. 5 . There is no need to imagine the existence in vivo of tissue areas where glucose diffusion is permanently insufficient, resembling ischemia rather than hypoxia. We hypothesize "ischemic" stem cell niches to be established within "hypoxic" stem cell niches where glucose gets frequently close to exhaustion as a consequence of the combination of scarce diffusion with the enhanced consumption due to the Pasteur effect typical of cell metabolism in low oxygen. The functional relationship of the "ischemic" to the "hypoxic" stem cell niche in CML is also shown in Fig. 6 . We hypothesize the former to be established within the very core of the latter and to represent the site of quiescence or BCR/Abl-independent self-renewal. On the other hand, moving from these sites to neighbouring low-oxygen areas where glucose concentration is higher, LSC would be recruited to BCR/Abl protein expression and thereby generate BCR/Abl proteinexpressing LPC capable to drive clonal expansion.
USE OF CRA CELL ASSAY TO TEST DRUGS POTENTIALLY ACTIVE ON LSC OF CML
We proposed an in vitro pre-screening strategy for LSCtargeting drugs based on CML cell incubation in low oxygen prior to drug treatment, in order to (a) suppress BCR/Abl protein and select cells with the IM-resistant LSC phenotype, (b) mimic the most likely scenario in vivo where LSC are already placed in the "hypoxic" stem cell niches before therapy starts. An example of how this strategy is applied is provided by a study where we tested the proteasome inhibitor Bortezomib (BTZ) on CML cells of the K562 line, determining its effects separately on LSC and LPC [36] . Cells from day-2 low-oxygen LC1, due to the maintained BCR/Abl protein expression, rapidly repopulated LC2, to peak at day 10. LC2 repopulation was totally suppressed by BTZ addition to LC1 at time 0, but resulted completely resistant to that at day 1. This indicates that LPC are highly sensitive to BTZ, but are capable to get protected from the effects of BTZ following a one-day adaptation to low oxygen. LC2 repopulation by cells selected in day-7 LC1 was delayed, starting from day 7 to peak at day 21. In this case, BTZ significantly, but partially, reduced LC2 repopulation, irrespective of its addition to LC1 at time 0 or day 1. This means that the K562 cell line contains, from the beginning of incubation, a cell subset predisposed to exhibit an LSC phenotype and to undergo selection in low oxygen, and that this subset is in part BTZ-resistant per se, i.e. before selection. When the experiment were repeated using primary cells explanted from CML patients, LSC resulted resistant to either time-0 or day-1 BTZ. These data are predictive of a failure of attempts to use BTZ to suppress IM-resistant CML cells and prevent minimal residual disease [41] , suggesting the outcome of these attempts to be evaluated with caution and made object of further deepening. Taken together, these results indicate that profound differences of drug response exist between LSC and LPC of CML cells and that the response of individual subsets can be tested separately by using (a) stabilized cell lines, (b) cell incubation and selection in low oxygen and (c) the CRA cell assay. The parallel use of different cell lines of the same kind would overcome cell linespecific responses and thereby increase the reliability of results. Fig. (6) . Stem cell niche(s) and the immature CML cell subsets which can be distinguished by CRAcell assay. Schematic representation of the effects of environment on BCR/Ablprotein expression and the CML stem/progenitor cell hierarchy. LSC, leukaemia stem cells; LPC, leukaemia progenitor cell; "ischemic" stem cell niche, tissue area at low glucose/low oxygen; "hypoxic" stem cell niche, tissue area at low oxygen. Note that in "hypoxic" stem cell niche, according to this hypothesis, BCR/Abl expression is allowed but LSC remains BCR/Ablprotein-negative. Step (A) can be complicated with the addition of 5-FU long after BCR/Abl protein suppression, cell wash and administration of the drug to be tested, when one wants to estimate its effects on extendedCRA cell . From the methodological point of view, it is worth clarifying here the reasons for using low-oxygen LC1 to study BCR/Abl protein -expressing LPC, which do not undergo selection in low oxygen. First, as low oxygen is used to select LSC, the rescue of LPC too from low-oxygen LC1 warrants that LPC and LSC are maintained under similar conditions as long as possible before estimating their CRA. Second, low oxygen suppresses the expansion of cell bulk (see Fig. 1 ) and minimizes the overall loss of proliferation potential in culture, including that of LPC, resulting in a "cleaner" kinetics of LC2 repopulation. Third, all CML cells which are capable to stand low oxygen, including LPC, are worth to be targeted to prevent relapse of disease.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We were the first to propose to select normal or leukaemic stem/progenitor cells in low oxygen as a pre-condition to their characterization. Such an approach exploited the concept of cancer as a "hypoxia"-related disease [42] , where (pathological) hypoxia enforces a cell response which is fundamental to the long-term maintenance of disease, i.e. minimal residual disease. In the course of these studies, we developed the CRA assays as a simple and economic, yet accurate and reliable, method to measure the maintenance of stem/progenitor potential within a normal or neoplastic cell population. The combination of CRA assays with cell incubation at low oxygen enables to discriminate among different hierarchical levels within the tissue regeneration machinery, which is especially useful to test the effects of cytostatic or cytotoxic drugs on individual immature cell subsets composing this machinery. Thus, when drug effects need to be evaluated on this ground, the CRA assays are in our opinion of particular value for an in vitro pre-screening strategy to be adopted systematically before drugs are tested in vivo, where not only short-term, but also long-term repopulating stem cells can be assayed. Overall, we believe the development of CRA assays to represent a good example of "translational" work between basic science and applied pharmacology.
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